
Bill Cohen:  We know that you 
are a veteran folkie.  When did 
you start playing guitar and 
singing, and what prompted you 
to do it?

Terry Keller:  Since I’m 74 years 

old this is the hardest question 
to answer. The old memory, you 
know! Always loved to sing - and 
so it wasn’t much of a leap to 
getting my parents to get me a 
guitar. Frankly, I don’t recall when 
this happened - but that it was 
the ever popular Sears bought 
Silvertone guitar. 

Bill:  Over many years, we’ve 
heard you sing folk songs, 
country, blues, old standards, 
rock and roll, and more.  Why do 
you sing such a wide variety of 
material?
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February 25 CoFFeehouse ConCert 
Features veteran perFormer – 
Terry Keller (& band)

What follows is an interview with 
Terry Keller who will be featured 
at the Columbus Folk Music 
Society’s February coffeehouse. 
Expect some great songs and 
an eclectic and talented mix of 
backup musicians, including 
some brass players.   

BIll coHEN & HIS coNcErTS - WHy HE DoES IT

Terry Keller – page 2

Interview by Bill cohen

d. Boston:  We know that you 
have done many, many concerts 
over the years and that they are 
often centered around various 
particular themes.  Can you tell 
us why you chose this particular  
 

method of performing over 
others?

Bill Cohen:  Well, this idea of doing 
concerts with specific themes 
has evolved over a few decades.  

What follows is an interview with 
Bill Cohen, long-time member of 
and volunteer with the Columbus 
Folk Music Society. The interview 
focuses on his thematic musical 
concerts he conducts throughout 
the year (often for the benefit of 
various causes). Bill cohen – page 2

Interview by D. Boston
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Terry:  Two reasons. First, I’ve 
always had an interest in a wide 
variety of music. Second, because 
my early guitar playing was rather 
poor – I thought a variety (including 
some a cappella singing) would 
blind folks to my deficiencies. 

Bill:  Besides covering tunes that 
famous performers 
and writers have 
created, you also 
write original songs.  
how did that start?  
Why do you write 
originals?  how is 
singing an original 
song different from 
singing tunes written 
by others?

Terry:  First, as an avid 
reader of record labels 
– I wondered who were 
those people listed 
under the title were. 
Figured out quickly that 
they were the song 
writers’ names (except 
for pd, public domain 
who ever he/she was!) 
Then one songwriter 
in particular (one b. 
dylan) made me realize 
just what a good 
songwriter could do. My first okay 
song was written in the late 60’s 
and was a blues called Rusty Nail 
Blues. I actually prefer doing covers 
– but I do get a kick when someone 
enjoys something that comes out of 
my head from who knows where.

Bill:  Who are the well-known 
(and perhaps not so well-known 
performers) who have inspired 
and influenced you over the 
years?

Terry:  So, so many! Above all 
are elvis presley, Jerry lee lewis, 
bob dylan, Tom Waits (for no man) 

and blind Willie McTell. And, lately, 
Columbus’ own don newton.

Bill:  you were around in 
the 1960’s when the Sacred 
Mushroom Coffeehouse was the 
“in” place for folkies to be near 

by the OsU campus.  please give 
us a favorite memory or two from 
that place.

Terry:  Again, so many! That’s 
where – thanks to hank Arbaugh – I 
got on stage for the first time. I recall 
how strict the unwritten rules were 
for what ‘folk music’ was! Country 
and Rock’n’roll were scoffed at – 
although there were obvious links 
between them. no one realized 
back then that elvis had covered 
folk blues by folks like big boy 
Crudup and Kokomo Arnold. 

Bill:   We understand you’ll be 
joined by others on stage during 
your February coffeehouse 
performance.  Who are they, and 
what can the audience expect to 
see and hear this time around?

Terry:  We should have quite 
a band working with me!  And 
some of them were instrumental 
in recently helping me create my 
new Cd of original songs. In fact, 
this coffeehouse performance is 
basically a Cd unveiling party!  brian 
Szuch produced the album, and he 
picked a fabulous crew to play on 
it. of course, multi-instrumentalist 
brian is one of the players. As to 
the rest – I will be introducing them 
all from the fabulous stage of the 
fabulous Mennonite Church! As an 
added teaser – expect horn players 
as well as the “Terry-ettes” and 
the 1001 strings! Actually, the only 
strings will be on fiddle and guitars.

Terry Keller – from page 1
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When I began playing and singing 
in the 1960’s and 70’s, I didn’t do 
themes.  I simply sang songs I 
liked and there wasn’t particularly 
much that held them together.  but 
around 1986, I started seriously 
performing.  I realized that many of 
my songs were anti-war and civil 
rights songs from the 1960’s, so 
I made the history of the Sixties 
decade the theme of my early 
shows. on stage, I started reviewing 
the decade year-by-year and 
using the songs to punctuate what 
became a “musical history lesson.”  
gradually, I added displays of 
1960’s political buttons and posters 
I’d collected from my earlier days 
as an anti-war protestor.  Also my 
tech-savvy wife randi helped grab 
dramatic 1960’s photos and video 
off the internet, and showing them 
really moves the audience.  Then, 
to add some badly needed levity 
to the very serious show, I added 
trivia questions about the 1960’s 
and found that audiences love to be 
challenged that way.  The “Spirit of 
the 1960’s” Coffeehouse program 
was my first theme show, and we’ve 
been doing it for more than 30 years 
now.  From that experience, I’ve 
realized that some people really 
enjoy being immersed in an evening 
concert that does indeed have a 
theme. They walk away having 
experienced some emotions and 
some memories.

diane:  What are some of your 
major themes for your concerts 
and why have you wanted to 
focus folks on these particular 
themes ?

Bill:  I do the 1960’s Coffeehouse 
show because I don’t want the 
history of the decade to be re-

written as simply a bunch of 
crazy drug-crazed young people 
rebelling for no good reason.  The 
thrust of my show is that the 
1960’s were a time when people 
stood up for important moral 
values like peace, social justice, 
and personal liberation.  And they 
did so, sometimes at great risk…

as the early civil rights activists 
demonstrated.

For the past 4 years, I’ve done a 
show around Thanksgiving time that 
I call “Songs of gratitude.”

The older I get (close to 69 now), 
the more grateful I am simply to 
wake up in the morning and have 
the gift of yet another day.  I’m 
thankful for so many aspects of life – 
family, friends, freedom, art, music, 
nature, and more.   I want to share 
that feeling of gratefulness with 

others, and that’s why I’ve gathered 
together songs that reflect all those 
different things we can be grateful 
for.  Around Thanksgiving, even 
on the black Friday when the u.S. 
goes through a buying frenzy, some 
people enjoy coming to our concert 
that focuses on more important 
values.  I say “our” concert because 
it truly is a team effort.  Randi runs 
sound, schleps equipment, and 
helps me plan not only that show 
but all of our various shows.  plus, 
we use the Thanksgiving program 
to raise donations to send her on 
an annual volunteer medical mission 
to help impoverished villagers in the 
dominican republic.

diane:  Can you recall the “start” 
details of a couple of your theme 
shows ?  What particular events 
triggered you to start a particular 
concert theme?

Bill:  5 years ago, I asked local 
singer paisha Thomas to join me 
on stage at the 1960’s Coffeehouse 
show, just for two songs.  The 
crowd loved her powerful and 
soulful voice so much, that I 
decided to create a theme show 
where she’d sing on every song.  
That newer show is “Songs of 
Struggle,” where we sing songs 
that early non-violent civil rights 
demonstrators sang before facing 
angry and violent mobs of Southern 
racists.  We use the songs to 
punctuate dramatic film footage of 
historic events like the 1960 lunch 
counter sit-ins, the 1961 freedom 
rides, the 1963 bombing of a 
birmingham church, and the 1965 
Selma march.  Again, it’s a kind of 
musical history lesson that takes 
people back in time.  The show has 
been repeated for four years now.

Bill cohen – from page 1

Bill cohen – page 4

Bill with his guitar:  circa 1967

“Music is a universal 
language.

And I’ve learned that it’s 
one of the most precious 

languages spoken”
  Bill Cohen
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here’s how another of our theme 
shows began.  3 years ago, a group 
representing funeral “consumers” 
wanted to hire me to do a 
concert.  Instead of simply doing a 
hodgepodge 
of tunes 
unrelated to 
the group’s 
mission, I 
suggested 
creating a 
show with 
the theme 
of “death.”  I 
collected about 
15 songs 
that deal with 
many different 
aspects of 
death, and 
that show has 
surprisingly 
resonated 
with a lot of 
people.  That’s why the program 
has become a regularly yearly 
event.  Some folks especially like 
the “take-away” – that none of us 
wants to die, but once we face 
the inevitability of our own deaths, 
we can live our lives more fully 
and appreciate the gifts we’ve 
been blessed with.  Again, there’s 
emotion and feeling in having a 
program with a serious theme.

diane:  Can you let us know a 
little more about your background 
and how you personally lived out 
some of those particular time 
periods in american history as 
well as how you used your music 
during those time periods?

Bill:  In the 1960’s I protested the 
u.S. role in the vietnam War.  I was 
no leader in the movement, just a 

follower. I marched, wrote letters 
to politicians, and wrote anti-war 
songs.  Sometimes I performed at 
vigils or rallies.  I saw the power of 
music as a non-violent weapon to 
empower and embolden people. 

diane:  do you have a particular 
goal in mind when you perform 
these concerts. . . and/or what 
do you wish your listeners to take 
away from it?

Bill:  I want people to be 
entertained, of course.  but I strive 
for more than that.  I hope our 
audiences have a laugh or two.  
And also a tear or two.  In other 
words, I’m hoping that something 
in each show – whether it’s a song, 
a piece of memorabilia, or a video 
– will prompt people to conjure up 
a sweet or bittersweet memory... 
or feel a strong emotion.  I want 
people to be moved.

Most of our themed-programs are 
fundraisers for non-profit causes.  
I think that’s another reason that 
people can leave our shows feeling 
good and feeling inspired.

diane:  you have an upcoming 
valentine’s Concert. how did this 
particular thematic concert begin 
and what are some of your most 
iconic memories of performing it 
over the years?

Bill:  About 
8 years ago, 
at the old 
Areopagitica 
Book Store, I 
did a concert 
of love songs 
around 
valentines day.  
people seemed 
to enjoy it, so 
I’ve repeated 
it every 
year since, 
at various 
venues.  like 
other themed 
shows, it has 
grown and 

evolved, with trivia questions adding 
some audience participation and 
laughs.  plus, I’ve added some 
fellow musicians for extra sparkle.  
We put together “The harmonettes” 
– Jackie laMuth, Teresa Schleifer, 
and renilda Marshall, and I just 
adore their tight 3-part background 
vocals.  Ann Fisher has added 
soothing flute accompaniments, 
and drummer david Maywhoor has 
helped keep the beat. 

one of my most fond memories is 
from 2011.  That’s when I sang the 
old Sam Cooke classic Cupid, and 
70-plus year old Fred bailey came 
up the center aisle dressed as the 
icon of love in nothing more than 
a diaper.  on stage, I interviewed 
him about his job as Cupid, and he 
complained about the work load. 

diane:  What can folks expect to 

Bill cohen – from page 3

I want people to be 
entertained, of course.  But 
I strive for more than that.  I 
hope our audiences have 
a laugh or two.  And also a 
tear or two.  In other words, 
I’m hoping that something in 
each show – whether it’s a 
song, a piece of memorabilia, 
or a video – will prompt 
people to conjure up a sweet 
or bittersweet memory….or 
feel a strong emotion.  I want 
people to be moved.”

“



experience during the upcoming 
valentine’s concert?

Bill:  hopefully, more laughs, 
memories, and tears.  And I think 
“reflection” is a good word here.  
The songs about various aspects 
of love will hopefully spark people 
to reflect on what a crazy wonderful 
mixed-up frustrating contradictory 
and mysterious thing that love is.  
Plus, this year, for the first time, 
guitar wizard brian Szuch will add 
his musical genius to many of the 
songs. 

diane:  any last words ?

Bill:  I am so happy that I have 
music in my life.  Whether I’m 
playing piano and  singing 1940’s 
standards in nursing homes, doing 
folk music sing-alongs with banjo 
guy Carl Yaffey, or performing theme 
concerts with a host of musical 
friends, I am very grateful for all 
the joy that music has brought 
me.  And since retirement 4 years 
ago has given me even more time 
to embrace music, that gift has 
multiplied. Thanks to the Columbus 
Folk Music Society for all that it 
continues to do to keep the musical 
spirit alive.
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  Valentine  
      Concert 
   ***  Bill Cohen on piano and guitar, singing  
            songs about the joys and sorrows of love 

     ***  Tunes made famous by John Denver, Bette Midler, James 
Taylor, Dan Fogelberg, Beatles, Eagles, Nat King Cole, Johnny 
Mathis, & Sam Cooke  

     ***  Fun with trivia questions about famous & infamous couples 

     ***  Beautiful vocal back-up by the all-girl trio, the Harmonettes  

     ***  Ann Fisher on flute and Brian Szuch on lead guitar 

     ***   Refreshments and surprises 

All this for a $10 donation per person at the door,  
Proceeds go to the annual Central Ohio Folk Festival in May   

WHEN:      Saturday Feb 4  from 7 to 9 pm 

WHERE:  Sanctuary of  Columbus Mennonite Church 
35 E. Oakland Park!

    Columbus, OH 43214            
                                                                         
                
Questions?  Call Bill at (614) 263-3851 or email BillCohen@columbus.rr.com 

rEAcH 
for THE 
STArS — a 
Review

by victoria parks, host
Folkin’ Around with victrola, Wgrn 

Columbus

Which leads us to a particular shout out for Bill’s valentine Concert 
this february 4.  The details are below.

Reach for the Stars ©2016 elaine Mahon, 
Six pelicans publishing 

very few artists take their songs 
straight into my heart like elaine 
Mahon. upon listening to her 
“rise” (2013) Cd, I heard an 
honest, gorgeous, yet unfamiliar 
voice, singing simple, imaginative 
melodies and lyrics. With her 
absolutely honest folk songs, 
Mahon crosses over into jazz too. 
Mahon’s jazz vocals shine through 
her folk songs with a beautiful 
dissonance that resolves in perfect 
harmonic cadence. Mahon writes 
honest folk with an uncommon, 
simple beauty. It is obvious Mahon 
is a gifted channeler of her muse. 
her rich alto becomes lilting, 
lovely when she decides to lift her 
uniquely beautiful vocal melodies 
into her upper register. All her 
songs are distinctly different and 
consistently well-crafted with 
emotionally intelligent lyrics and 
simple, lovely guitar arrangements. 
poignant stories evoke emotions 
I did not know I possessed, but 
also joyfully remind me of some 
I had forgotten. I plainly hear an 
artist with a command for crafting 
a bridge as well, with memorable, 
singable refrains, as in Rise Up 
Singing (rise 2013) and now 

reach for the Stars – page 6



with Lean into Love on “reach for 
the Stars” (2017). The remarkable 
“rise” disc teased me with songs 
that ignite the imagination, like 
Honey Tree. This was the song that 
tipped me off that I was not hearing 
just any ordinary songwriter for the 
first time. So, what more could I 
expect from elaine Mahon with 
her 2017 release, “reach for 
the Stars”?

Mahon delivers everything 
I expected from her—more 
brilliant songwriting. Mahon’s 
songs inspire with simple, 
beautiful melodies, an 
honest, true voice and a 
sense of wonder that threads 
throughout all the songs on 
“reach for the Stars”— both 
for the natural world, and 
for the many gifts of the life 
experience. For example, 
Look Up marvels at our micro 
place in the macro universe and 
articulates what a precious blue dot 
in space we live upon. 

There is so much of a mother’s love 
in this disc. It is fitting that the title 
track be a most beautiful expression 
of a mother’s love with reach for 
the Stars. The beautifully written You 
Are Not Alone wraps you in love’s 
warm blanket, nurturing space for 
the troubled heart. The hymn Lean 
into Love advises the sad and lonely 
to not give up, but to hold to love. 
Shine encourages with a powerful, 
melodious, positive attitude 
adjustment, that allows the spirit to 
breath- to shine in the light of self 
empowerment. With the enchanting 
When My Mother Sings, Mahon also 
invites the listener into the nurturing 
comfort of the love and beauty 
we all receive from our Mother 

earth. Spring joyfully wells from the 
depths of the heart where Mahon, 
having perfected the art of the 
simple melody, then shapes it with 
beautiful harmonies. Mahon mourns 
the loss of paradise with Sweet 
Florida. As polluters have ravaged 
Florida’s wetlands and rivers, Mahon 

articulates a sense of loss, giving 
voice to the grief so many of us feel 
at the destruction of our Mother 
by big polluters. With Denali, this 
Alaskan mountain lyrically becomes 
a graceful, beautiful woman, 
a powerfully majestic mother 
overlooking the Arctic horizon. 

Mahon tells a great story with her 
crafted, emotionally intelligent lyrics, 
but she is also succinct, identifying 
emotions we all experience. There 
are multiple moments listening to 
“reach for the Stars” that envelope 
you with the love of home and 
family, of joy and longing, of loss 
and letting go. The heart rendering 
rebekah, expresses the loss of a 
kindred soul and the longing for her 
as Mahon discovers the comfort of 
rebekah’s voice singing through 
her own. Shadows Dancing puts 
lyrics to the common experience 

of wrestling with the shadow self 
and learning to let go. The moody, 
jazz influenced, The Other Side of 
Midnight, restlessly navigates you 
through a sleepless night. Afterglow, 
an evening song for lovers, gently 
cradles you in love’s deepest 
connections. Rolling Home is a 

beautiful expression of love for 
the one who keeps the home 
fires burning, as it tells the story 
of coming home from the road 
late at night, and the joy of 
returning to a loved one’s arms.

“reach for the Stars” is generous 
with moments of joy, a sense of 
wonder and a mother’s love. I 
am so impressed with this disc, 
this artist. Mahon proves once 
again she is a songwriter of great 
sophistication and imagination 
who, melodically and lyrically 
articulates a natural sense of 
beauty, nurturance and personal 

empowerment. one can hear her 
commitment to perfection in her 
superbly crafted songs. 
Mahon has fulfilled all my 
expectations for yet another 
artistically masterful collection of 
original songwriting. With every 
track on “reach for the Stars”, 
jazzy, folky, hauntingly beautiful 
vocal melodies and harmonies 
nurture the soul. “reach for the 
Stars” is, at the least, worth multiple 
listens and is deservedly, at best, on 
the forever playlist.  It should be on 
every folk deejay’s playlist in 2017. 
It is my hope that elaine Mahon 
continues to write these wonderful 
songs. I want to keep sharing them 
with the world.
©2016 victoria parks

editor’s note: take a listen here – 
elainemahonmusic.com
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http://elainemahonmusic.com
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seriously folks, post this on your frig!

SAve The dATe . . . welcome to 
our new and 
returning 
members:

Michael ellis (new)

doris and ralph gordon 

philip hart (new)

Steven Ing (new)

Ken Miller (new)

Steve Moore

peter Schmitz (new)

The saturday music Jam 
at worthington Farmer’s 
market 9:30-11:30am – 
each Saturday at The Shops 
at Worthington Mall. All are 
welcome to play. Consider 
bringing a chair.

saturday, Feb 4: 7-9pm – 
songs of love “valentine” 
Concert with bill Cohen 
(and friends). Benefit for 
Central ohio Folk Festival. 
held at: Columbus Mennonite 
Church, 35 e. oakland park 
Ave, Cols. $10 donation per 
person at the door.

wednesdays, Feb 8 & 22: 

2-3pm – Jam at laurels of 
worthington (for Memory 
Care unit) – 1030 n. high St.,  
Worthington. Contact dan 
Clarke at dan41n@att.net for 
additional info or to be put on 
an e-mail list.

saturday, Feb 25 – Folkside 
Coffeehouse: 6pm Open 
Jam; 7pm open mic; 8pm 
Terry keller (and friends). 
held at: Columbus Mennonite 
Church, 35 oakland park Ave, 
Cols. Suggested donation: $7; 
students $5; CFMS members 
$5; under 12 free. handicap 
accessible.

WANT To fIND ouT MorE ABouT 
THE coluMBuS folK MuSIc 
SocIETy AND IT’S EvENTS? 
visit: www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org 
or  you can join as a member. Benefits include: camaraderie 
with fellow folk music lovers in town, discounts on certain 
admissions, this monthly newsletter and the comfort of knowing 
that all events are family friendly!  A membership form is 
provided on the last page of this newsletter.

FolloWIng  
our oWn . . .
Friday, Jan 27: 8-11pm – 
whinestopper at Tara Hall, 
274 east Innis Ave, Columbus, 
43207. no cover. 

Friday, Feb 3:  8-11pm – 
halfway home at Tara Hall, 
274 east Innis Ave, Columbus, 
43207. no cover. 

Friday, Feb 17: 7-9pm – 
grassahol (new lineup) at 
Byrne’s Pub, 1248 W. Third 
Ave, Columbus. no cover. 

Tuesday, Feb 21: 10am – 
Joanie Calem at Friendship 
Village, Cols. Intergenerational 
Sing Along.

SoMe lISTIngS:

instruments:
Martin Mandolin (1968 or ’69) for sale.  
$650.  Contact Jane vanAuken at:  
jvanauken@columbus.rr.com.

lessons: 
old-time banjo lessons (clawhammer, 
trailing, drop-thumb, etc.). Contact Carl 
Yaffey at: cyaffey@gmail.com.

http://www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org
jvanauken@columbus.rr.com
cyaffey@gmail.com
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music society
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next issue in February

we’re on the web!
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BECOME A MEMBER OF THE COLUMBUS FOLK MUSIC SOCIETY
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In an effort to be both fiscally and environmentally responsible, 
we will send a full-color, interactive newsletter via e-mail unless 
you request a hard copy be mailed to you.

Please send completed form and payment to: 

The Columbus Folk Music Society
P.O. Box 20735, Columbus, OH 43220

Membership amounts are tax-deductible.

http://www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org

